
Unlock Warehouse Potential: License Plating
for Dynamics 365 Business Central

License Plating delivers improved accuracy, faster

transactions, and efficient operations for any

manufacturing, distribution, or retail environment.

Discover how the License Plating app,

integrated with Dynamics 365 Business

Central, sets a new standard in efficiency

and precision of warehouse

management.

EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA, April

4, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Insight

Works is spotlighting its transformative

License Plating app, an essential

extension for the Warehouse Insight

app, recently updated to version 2.12.

Initially released on December 1, 2018,

Insight Works designed the License

Plating app to redefine warehouse

management efficiency. It introduces advanced tracking capabilities for businesses leveraging

Dynamics 365 Business Central.

Businesses can leverage the

combined power of these

solutions to tackle the

inefficiencies of traditional

inventory management

practices head-on.”

Brian Neufeld, Director of

Marketing at Insight Works

Empowering Precision and Efficiency in Inventory

Management

In the complex landscape of warehouse operations, the

License Plating app is a game-changer. Its core

functionality allows for tracking mixed items across pallets,

boxes, or containers effortlessly using unique License Plate

Numbers (LPNs). This approach not only streamlines the

tracking process but also significantly reduces manual

scanning efforts, leading to enhanced productivity and

accuracy in inventory management.

"With the latest update to Warehouse Insight, integrating License Plating has never been more

seamless," stated Brian Neufeld, Director of Marketing at Insight Works. "Businesses can

leverage the combined power of these solutions to tackle the inefficiencies of traditional

inventory management practices head-on."

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://dmsiworks.com/apps/license-plating


Tackle and triumph over supply chain challenges with

our advanced system designed to track mixed items

effortlessly.

Our system is meticulously designed to reduce

manual input errors, ensuring your inventory data

integrity remains at an industry-leading standard.

Key Features and Benefits

The License Plating app packs a range

of features designed to optimize

warehouse operations:

- License Plate Creation and Label

Printing: Simplifies the tracking of

multiple items and direct barcode

printing from handheld devices.

- Archiving and Customizable Filters:

Enhances performance and user

control with efficient license plate

management.

- Unique LPN Generation and Mixed

Item Tracking: Offers advanced

capabilities for managing diverse

inventory within a single LPN.

The benefits are clear:

- Improved Efficiency and Productivity:

Streamlines operations with single LPN

scans, speeding up transaction

processes.

- Increased Accuracy: Reduces the

potential for errors, enhancing

inventory accuracy.

- Optimized Supply Chain

Management: Simplifies the tracking of

mixed items, overcoming supply chain challenges.

Targeted Users and Competitive Advantage

The License Plating app is ideal for warehouse managers, inventory specialists, supply chain

coordinators, and professionals across manufacturing, distribution, and retail sectors seeking a

simplified yet powerful tracking solution. Its integration with Dynamics 365 Business Central and

Warehouse Insight places it at a competitive advantage, providing a robust solution without

significant additional infrastructure investment.

Join the Revolution in Warehouse Management

Insight Works invites businesses to discover how the License Plating app can transform

warehouse management strategies. For more information, visit Insight Works' License Plating



webpage at https://LPforDYnamics.com or reach out to your Microsoft Partner.

About Insight Works

Insight Works is an established Independent Software Vendor (ISV) specializing in developing

cutting-edge Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central applications. By focusing on end-to-end

solutions for manufacturing and distribution industries, we create apps that extend the

functionality of Business Central, empowering users to enhance efficiency, productivity, and

growth. With a global network of over 500 Microsoft Partners, we can provide unparalleled

service and support to clients worldwide while directly catering to end-users.

Headquartered in Canada and supported by remote offices in the United States and the

Netherlands, Insight Works has garnered numerous accolades over the past six years for

outstanding company growth and commitment to excellence. Our international presence

enables us to understand and address the evolving demands of the global market, reaffirming

our dedication to offering exceptional value to our customers and partners across the globe.

Visit www.dmsiworks.com for more information.
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